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Like turning off the lights in office buildings.
Or repairing equipment before it breaks down.
In this real estate market, such gestures add
up and pay off.
“There’s more focus now on the specifics of
property operations,” said Patrick Murray, senior vice president of real estate management
services for Colliers. “There’s a lot more scrutiny to details.”
This pinpoint philosophy has kept Colliers
thriving in a tough
economy. The firm oversees
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12 million square feet of office, retail and indus-

WCV Commercial Properties. The firm entrusts Colliers with all 18 properties and 4.8
million square feet it owns in the Bay Area.
Included in that portfolio is the Scott Creek
Business Park and the Mission Industrial
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Park, both in Fremont.
Thomas Hwang, vice president and regional
asset manager for WCV, said Colliers professionals are experts at tenant relationships,
and these days there is nothing more vital.
“Your operations people are your front line.”
said Hwang. “It’s all about retention right now.
You need to keep the tenants you have and
keep them happy.”
Hwang said he deals firsthand with Colliers’ regional managers and doesn’t have
to wait for them to check with someone else
before making a decision.
“A lot is delegated to them, and that brings
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with it a lot of accountability,” he said.
PATRICK MURRAY: Cites Colliers’ dedication to clients, especially in hard times.

Orchard Commercial blooms despite real estate drought
BY DAVID MILLS
The struggling economy and the real estate market collapse have not hurt Orchard Commercial.
In fact, during this past year the San Jose company
has seen its property management portfolio grow by 1
million square feet to more than 9 million square feet
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OPPORTUNITY: Tough economic conditions can offer new ways of doing
business, Joe Lewis said.

in Silicon Valley and surrounding communities.
In a way, Orchard CEO Joe Lewis said, the tight
economy has given his company a chance to shine.
“It’s given us an opportunity to differentiate ourselves from the competition,” said Lewis.
Orchard’s business structure is touted as an
asset in tough economic times. The company has
separate divisions that handle all aspects of property management, including construction, leasing,
maintenance and day-to-day operations.
“When you hire Orchard you get not just a property
manager, you get an entire team,” Lewis said. “At the
end of the day, it’s the value you bring to the table.”
The philosophy has garnered Orchard a client
list over the years that includes Sun Microsystems
Inc., Transamerica, Applied Materials Inc. and
Google Inc.
During the past year, Orchard was able to showcase its abilities at the historic St. James Plaza. The
nine-story office building on North Third Street in
downtown San Jose was built in 1900 to house the
Scottish Rite Temple.
It eventually became a central gathering place in
San Jose and in the 1980s became home to many of
the city’s prestigious law firms.
However, in the 1990s, tenants began vacating the
complex in favor of other downtown commercial
buildings. By 2006, the occupancy rate had declined
to 20 percent.
Embarcadero Capital Partners purchased St.
James Plaza in 2006. It renovated the structure and
then brought in Orchard Commercial to manage it.
Orchard’s leasing team immediately began luring
clients. Early in 2009, the team persuaded ZERO1 to
bring its art and technology firm to St. James.
In May, Orchard brought in startup Fat Spaniel.
In August, the Silicon Valley Law Foundation chose
St. James as its new home. That brought the complex’s lease rate up to 70 percent.
In addition, Orchard sent experienced property
manager Tana De La Cruz to oversee day-to-day oper-
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ations as well as additional upgrades to the complex.
Jill Benitez, Embarcadero Capital’s director of
property operations, said Orchard’s team approach
has made all the difference at St. James Plaza.
“They all know what’s going on, and they all pay
attention to detail,” Benitez said. “They aren’t just
dealing with the nuts and bolts. They have a global
understanding of a project.”
Lewis said the integrated effort is what makes
Orchard a good value in any economy, but it’s particularly vital in tight financial times.
“The availability, accessibility and involvement
of this group of experts makes any changes quick,
easy and accurate,” he said.
There is a single source for a number of services,
he said, so it eliminates confusion common when
dealing with multiple outside consultants.
Lewis added that Orchard continues to maintain
its “no blame, no prima donnas” philosophy among
its 45 employees. Under this system, no single person gets all the credit and no single person takes all
the blame.
Lewis said that tenet is instilled during the hiring process and applicants are interviewed by a
number of managers who help the company weed
out people who won’t be team players.
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committed: Brocade
CEO Michael Klayko, front,
said, ’This is a big bet for
us. I’m not going to forego a
strategy for a recession.’
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